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OUTREACH STRATEGIES AND RESEARCHERS' MOTIVATIONS 

FOR SHARING DATA THROUGH A DATA CATALOG

DATA CATALOG

COLLABORATION

PROJECT hthtttps://dc-cp.org/

WHAT IS THE DATA CATALOG 

COLLABORATION PROJECT (DCCP)?

• The DCCP consists of librarians & developers from 8 institutions

• Each institution has installed, or is exploring, an open source data 

catalog to improve discovery & reuse of (primarily) local datasets

• We work collaboratively to address challenges related to:

https://dc-cp.org

 improving metadata

 curation

 user functionality

 researcher engagement

 outreach initiatives

 establishing partnerships

RESEARCHERS' MOTIVATIONS FOR 

CONTRIBUTING TO THE DATA CATALOG

Dataset

Researcher

0 10 20 30

Helps find new collaborators

Was asked to contribute
by colleague or librarian

Thinks contributing is easy

Increases research productivity

Likes the Data Catalog

Helps find new mentees

Earns scholarly credit

0 10 20 30

Believes data sharing is important

Increases research efficiency

Increases interdisciplinarity of research

Benefits society

Data sharing is norm in discipline

Increases subject partcipation in research

Encourages new business ventures

In the future, themes will be used to: 

• Improve outreach strategies 

• Evaluate changes to data catalog functionality

• Identify methods to integrate data sharing via the 

data catalog into existing researcher workflows 
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Methods

• After our initial contacts with researchers, we composed brief use cases 

summarizing reasons why the researchers opted to contribute to the data catalog 

• These free-text use cases were analyzed using a grounded theory approach, 

which resulted in the identification of 18 unique codes classified into 3 categories: 

dataset, researcher, research endeavor 

DCCP OUTREACH STRATEGIES

• Target researchers; directly and/or whole department 

• Perform searches to locate already existing research datasets

• Partner with other departments for programmatic inclusion/collaboration

Searches PMC for articles with 
data availability statements 

Partners with clinical data 
management service to catalog 
electronic health record data 
requests

Requests introductions from 
liaison librarians to potential 
contributors in their departments

Collaborates with research 
repositories on campus including 
Brain Image Library and Western 
PA Regional Data Center

Reaches out to active contributors 
to the UMB Digital Archive

Presents in meetings with faculty, 
cross-campus councils, and 
translational research groups

Plans to use results of a 
previously-conducted faculty data 
use survey to identify open 
access datasets of interest 

Plans to build partnerships with 
administrators in research and IT 
offices

Selected examples by institution
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Promotes dataset re-use

Increases visibility of dataset

Meets funding/agency publisher expectations

Can maintain control of dataset

Research 

Endeavor

“…saw the data as valuable and that others should use"

"Why wouldn't you share once you get to the end of your useful analysis?" 

"Very interested in locating researchers who may want to collaborate"

"Feels morally obligated to share data as a well-funded researcher"

“Wants to practice what he preaches"
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